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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper concerns autonomous real analytic Hamiltonian systems of 
differential equations ofthe fourth order. There are some well known 
systems, e.g., those which represent the geodesics on an ellipsoid or 
motion under two fixed centres of gravitation, which possess, beside 
the energy integral,  second (“adelphic”) ntegral which is globally single- 
valued; and the level hypersurfaces of these two integrals, in anappropriate 
phase-space, intersect in regular two-dimensional surfaces, to which therefore 
the trajectories (solution-curves) of the system are confined. But there are 
systems for which the trajectories have a topological p ttern which is 
inconsistent withthe existence of such an adelphic ntegral; that is, any 
locally regular integral, other than the energy integral, fails to have an 
analytical continuation which is globally single-valued in thereal; for example 
(Artin [I]), the systems representing he geodesics on certain closed surfaces 
of negative curvature possess trajectories wh chare everywhere d nse on an 
energy hypersurface. Such a system may be called “nonintegrable”; 
Poincare’s investigations [2], [3] made it probable that Hamiltonian systems 
are in general nonintegrable, but the stock of known examples ofthis remains 
meagre. 
The purpose of this paper is to add to this tock by establishing no -
integrability for the system 
aH x’=-, aH OL$!, aH 
ay 
Y’=-p p’=-z 
( d the prime indicates x 1 , (1) 
H = iyr” + g(e) ~0s x+ P + 4(x, Y, 8, PI, 
* The author held a visiting professorship at the University ofWashington when 
he wrote this paper. 
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in which g(8) belongs to a 2-parameter family of positive even periodic 
functions given by (1 lb) below, HI is an arbitrary regular function which 
is periodic nx and 8, and E is a sufficiently small constant. Theleading 
business i to handle the case E= 0, and the leading idea is to establish that 
the set of trajectories wh ch are asymptotic o anunstable periodic solution U have 
a topologicalpatte-rn which is inconsistent with the xistenceof an adelphic integral. 
This property will hold for Enear 0(see the third paragraph below) provided 
it holds for E= 0, so (except inthe said paragraph) we take E= 0. 
Then the first three quations of (1) give the self-contained system 
x” = g(8) sin X, 8’ = 1, 
so the variable p can be disregarded, an  the solutions canbe represented 
in a 3-dimensional phase-space in which the surfaces s’ = const are a set 
of coaxial tori and x, 0 are the associated angular coordinates. The solution U 
is specified by x = 0 (mod 2~), X’ = 0, 0 = t, which give acircle inthis 
space, and since g(8) is positive, this olution is unstable. There is a family 
of trajectories (PoincarC [.?I, Chapter 7), which approach U asymptotically 
as t ---f -CO, and generate an“asymptotic surface” A-; in the first instance 
A- is specified n some neighbourhood f U, but it has a determinate nalytic 
continuation away from this neighbourhood. Similarly thetrajectories wh ch
are asymptotic to U as t ---f + co generate anasymptotic surface A+. 
Now in the .degenerate case, where g(0) is a positive constant g,the 
surfaces A- , A+ coincide, each having the equation x’= 2g1f2 sin ix, and 
of course (2) is an integrable system. But for the nonconstant g(8) to be 
considered, we shall prove that he system possesses 
PROPERTY P: The asymptotic surfaces A- , A+ intersect but are not coincident. 
This is the key to the matter; from Property P the conclusion above 
italicized follows from arguments which were first indicated by PoincarC [2], 
pp. 181-227 and elaborated by Birkhoff [4], pp. 350-352 and 620-630. The 
circumstances are hown by Fig. 1,l which indicates a cross ection, by a 
plane = const, ofthe asymptotic surfaces A-( UQL) and A+( UZX), and 
of four other invariant surfaces for the neighbourhood f the periodic 
solution. Theequations (2) determine a mapping T of the plane of section 
on to itself, andthe intersection P fA- with A+ gives a set of points 
T(P), Tz(P),... which lie on A+ and hence accumulate at U. And since T is 
hyperbolic near U the continuation of A- , as it approaches U,develops 
corrugations which increase indefinitely in xtent and become more and more 
1 Reproduced from Cherry [5]. The detail near U is attributable to Birkhoff, since 
it is implied by the argument leading to the figure in [4], p. 625. Compare the figure 
in [dj, p. 654. 
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closely packed, sothat at every point X of A- there accumulate sheets ofd- 
which are locally distinct from each other and from the sheet on which X 
lies. The continuation of A, beyond K (not shown in the figure) has similar 
properties, and the whole pattern istopologically inconsistent withthe 
existence of an adelphic ntegral. 
FIG. 1. Section 0 = const ofasymptotic and other invariant surfaces. 
Regarding the case E# 0 of (l), a well-known theory shows that he 
periodic solution a d the associated asymptotic surfaces vary analytically 
with E in some neighbourhood f the original periodic solution U,and that 
the analytic variation persists forcontinuation of the surfaces up to at least 
one point of intersection. Hencewhen E is sufficiently small the system will 
continue tohave Property P,and the nonintegrability thence follows. By 
abandoning the w-periodicity of HI , we get a system with the heteroclinic 
analogue ofProperty P.
The feature which, so far as I know, distinguishes t  system (1) from 
others for which nonintegrability has been established, is that it possesses 
at least one stable (to the first order) periodic solution, viz. x = w (mod 2~), 
x’ = 0, 0 = t. PoincarC [2], pp. 181-227 and [3], Chap. 33 proposed to. 
establish Property P for the system like (1) based (in my notation)  
H = $y” + p cos x+ pe cos 0sin x + p, 
with p a positive constant and E a small parameter. He contemplated a 
specification of theasymptotic surfaces A- , A+ by power series inr: 
y = 2(p19 sin &x + ~f_(x, 0)+ ..., y = 2(p19 sin 6.~ f ~f+(x, 6) -t ‘.‘; 
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proved that he coefficients f- , f+are different; and concluded that hence 
A- and A+ , which were originally defined for xnear 0and 21r, respectively, 
have noncoincident continuations whenE is small and nonzero. This con- 
clusion would be valid if, for some range of E, the ranges of convergence 
in x of the two series, say 0 < x < .v- and x+ < x < 27r, overlapped; but
Poincart did not prove this, ohis investigation is n tmore than suggestive. 
It is relatively easto exhibit nonanalytic buthypercontinuous (i.e., C”“) 
systems having Property P,and Birkhoff [4], pp. 453-460 proposed tofind an 
analytic system with this property b modification of a hypercontinuous one;
but on p. 460 he admits failure. 
The present investigation is not based, like Poincare’s, on mall perturbation 
from an integrable system; indeed, g(0) in (1) is chosen to be large and 
rather violently variable. Theequation fA- will be found in the form 
x’ = 2f(O) sin &x + R- , 
where f(d) isthe unique periodic solution of 
df/dO = g(B) -f 2 
and R- is relatively small when 0 < x < rr. For A+ , the corresponding 
equation is
x’ = 2f(-0) sin ix + R, , 
with 7r Q x < 2?r, and Property P follows from the evident fact hat when 
g(B) is even, f(0) cannot be even. This fact does not depend on the special 
form which, for convenience and definiteness, is taken for g(B), and the 
investigation is clearly capable ofgeneralization to thesystem 
XV = xg(e) qx), 8’ = 1, 
in which g(0) and D(x) are largely arbitrary periodic functions, respectively 
even and odd, and X is a sufficiently large constant. A sketch that (l), with 
a different g(0) from that here taken, possesses Property P was given by 
Cherry [5]. 
In conclusion, brief reference may be made to publications n contexts 
which are close to the present one but not coincident wi h it. (i) The work 
of PoincarC and Birkhoff developing theimplications of Property P has been 
mentioned above. In a similar but more general context, where Property P 
or some other possible criterion f rnonintegrability is taken as axiomatic, 
there is the “symbolic dynamics” of Morse and others, expounded by 
Gottschalk ndHedlund [6, particularly the atter part], and a recent paper 
by Smale [7”j. (ii) Work by Moser [S] and Arnold [9] shows that he trajectory 
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patterns of ome rather general Hamiltonian systems have certain regularities 
that resemble-in this respect-the patterns of integrable systems. This work 
forms afoil to that of the present paper, which shows that, for certain highl! 
regular systems, the trajectory pattern has some striking rregularities. 
2. LOCAL AND QUALITATIVE GLOBAL PROPERTIES 
For consideration of the solutions f (2) we lose no generality by taking 
B = t, so that 
X” = g(t) sin x. (34 
However, we do not use 0 and t as interchangeable arguments, but reserve 
13 for contexts inwhich the reference is to all solutions f afamily and the 
dependence on8 is periodic. And, to add specificity to the work, g(B) will be 
particularized in S cion 3; for the present, the general properties stated in
Section 1 are symbolized, 
0 < g, G g(e) Q 85 e-8) = g(e), de 4 4~) = g(e). w
Our concern is to be with the solutions asymptotic as t -+ &-03 to the 
periodic solution x = 0 (mod 27r) of (2) and by symmetry it is sufficient to 
investigate the family for which x decreases to 0 through positive values as 
t -+ --CO. By the standard local theory it has a specification 
x = v + tiP(~*, t), e = t, 0 = exp(pt + CLU + x(t)), (4) 
where P is a power series inw2 with coefficients periodic nt, convergent 
when 1 v 1 is sufficiently small, p is the real positive characteristic exponent, 
x(t) is a certain periodic function with mean value 0, and (Y is an arbi- 
trary constant; without losing generality we have taken B= t instead of
8 = t + const, and all solutions of the family are covered by values of a 
for which 0 < 01 < 4K. 
Now (4) gives x’ N (p + x’) x for t - -co, and the integration of (3a) 
subject tothis condition gives, onreference to (3b), x12 > g, sin2 x. Since 
the periodic function p + x’(t) has the positive mean value pwe must hence 
have x’ > (g,)l12 sinx, so that x’ as well as x is positive for IN -03, and 
indeed 
P + x’(t) > g* for all t. 
Hence (4) gives 
x’ > 0, x > 0, XL > 0, x, > 0 for t---CO, 
where x, denotes ax/&. 
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Now since g(t) and sin xin (3a) are bounded and always regular, nysolu- 
tion of our asymptotic family can be regularly continued over -CO < t < CCL 
Also (3a) gives 
x, = x3(t) cos x, (5) 
so on reference to (3b) we have x” > 0 for 0 < x < r and x:/x, > 0 for 
0 < x < +. In view of the initial conditions ju t stated, we conclude that, 
for any solution fthe family, x’and x must continue toincrease until, at
some jinite ,x attains the value TT; and XL , x, must continue toincrease at 
least until x = $77. 
The solution-curves of thefamily generate an“asymptotic surface,” for
whose specification x, x’,0 are determinate functions ofthe curvilinear 
coordinates  and 01 for -co < t < co and 0 < OL < 4K, for this range 
of 01 the curves form a ribbon which continually extends as t increases, so 
as to abut analytically on the part of the surface already generated, the
points (t, LX) and (t - 4K, LY. + 4K) being coincident. Since solutions with 
given initial v ues are unique, the surface isfree from singular points. Now 
we have just shown that x, remains positive so long as x < &, so then the 
equation x = x(t, LX) can be solved uniquely togive 01 = (Y(x, t), whence x’ 
becomes a single-valued f nction fx and t; and this function must be 
periodic in tsince the pairs (t, CX) and (t - 4K, OL + 4K) give the same (x, x’). 
Hence the part of the surface for which 0 < x < ti has a representation 
x’ = #(x, 0), #single-valued, with $(tJ + 4K) = #(13). (6) 
For the particular function g(B) to be chosen, this conclusion will be 
extended inSection 6 to x < rr. 
We proceed to obtain further information about an arbitrary butfked 
solution four asymptotic family. From (3a) we have 
[ix’* - g(t)(l - cos x)]’ = -g’(t)(l - cos x), 
whence by integration 
$ 
t 
&xx’2 - g(t)( 1 - cos x) = - --m g’(41 - ~0s x(4) d7; 
the integral converges since x’ and 1 - cos x- 0 as t -+ --a~. Since X(T) 
increases with 7 so long as x < ?T, so does 1 - cos X(T), so, by the Second 
Mean Value Theorem, the right member equals (1 - cos x(t))(g(f) -g(t)), 
for some i in (-co, t). g1j2(f) must be an analytic function ft, and calling 
this F(t) we have then 
x’(t) = v(t) sin $x(t), (7) 
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where by (3b) 
(g*)“” < F(t) < (g*)1’2 for 0 < s(t) < 7r. 
Substitution of (7) into (3a) converts itinto 
(8) 
F’(t) = (g(i) - F2@)) cos $x(t), (9) 
which with (7) gives a simultaneous sy tem for s, F. Of course, F(t) must be 
expected todepend on the particular solution f(3a) under consideration. 
It is instructive to consider g aphically the implications of (8) and (9), 
where for simplicity we suppose g(t) to take its extremes g,, g* just once 
per period. Ina zt-plane (Fig. 2) the curve z = F(t), coming from t Y -co 
* between the lines .a = (g,)l12, (g )*12, has minima nd maxima, respectively, 
-t 
FIG. 2. F(t) and other solution curves of (9). 
where it crosses the ascending and descending reaches of g”“(t), soF is 
trapped within the arches of g1j2. solong as x(t) remains less than r. But 
as x passes through 7r, at I = t, , say, Fpasses through an additional turning 
point, and thereafter the arches of g l/2 tend to repel F instead ofattracting it. 
If t, happens to be at an extreme of g(t) the whole diagram will have t = t, 
as an axis of symmetry, sothat hen x(t) -+ 27r as t -+ fco; but otherwise 
we cannot expect F(t) to remain in ((gJ1’2, (g*)‘/‘). 
Equation (9) invites comparison fF(t) with the function f(t) for which 
f' = g(t) -f", (g*)l'" <f(t) < (g*y. (10) 
These conditions define f(t) uniquely, since (i) any two solutions fi ,f2 of 
the differential equation satisfy f;-f i + ( fi - f2)( fi+ f2) = 0, which 
requires that fi = f2 if i ,fi are both to exceed a positive bound for t.w - 60; 
and (ii) the equivalent au onomous system f’ = g(O) -f 2, 8’ = 1 gives 
Of ‘/8f + w/a0 = -2f < 0 for f > 0, 
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so for increase in tthe system is contractive and hence has a periodic solution 
f(t). Thus f(t) is th e unique periodic solution f(IO), as indeed is evident 
from a sketch of the solution-curves of (lo), as indicated in Fig. 2 for the 
more general equation (9). 
3. g(t) AND RELATED FUNCTIONS 
The function f(t) just defined isthe key to further developments, and 
it is convenient to have a simple and explicit formula for it, consistently 
with the evenness of g(t). For this purpose Jacobian elliptic functions 
are suitable. We write s, c, d for sn(t, K), cn(t, k), dn(t, k), respectively 
(0 < k < 1); only the elementary descriptive, algebraic and differential 
properties of these functions are required for what follows. We write 
K = (1 - k2)l/* for the complementary modulus, which is carried asa 
parameter. 
For f(t) we choose a function i volving a second positive parameter A:
f = f(t) = XK-2(d - kc) - iks = h(d + kc)-1 - +ks. 
By (10) this gives 
(11) 
g = h2K4(d - kc)2 + $k2s2 - &kcd = h2(d + kc)-2 + &k2s2 - +kcd, (11 b) 
which is even in t, as desired; its extremes, occurring at t= 0,2K, are 
g, = h2(1 + k)-2 - $k, g* = x2K4(1 + k)2 + Sk, 
so that g, > 0 (for 0 < k < 1) if A2 > 2. 
The minimum f.+ off occurs for avalue t, oft in (0, K). For h = iJk, f.+ = 0 
and sn(t,) = (1 -1 k2)-lj2, and as X is increased f * increases ( f * - A( 1+ k)-1 
for hN 00) and t* d ecreases toward 0. For later convenience (s e sentence 
following (30)) we make the restriction 
and then for any k in (0, 1) 
x 3 11, (12) 
5 <f* <f(t) <f* <2hK-*+i. (13) 
For K N 0, f(t) has high peaks eparated by comparatively flatvalleys; for 
example at t = K, 3K its values are AK-l - &k, AK-’ + +k, which though 
large are small compared with its value XK-~(~ + k) at t = 2K. 
We shall need also the periodic solution k(t) of 
h’ + 4/f(t) = 4fyt), (14) 
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whose existence anduniqueness follows from the arguments given for (10). 
‘Ihe xtremes ofh occur where h =f, so that 
f* < 4) -=c f *, (1% 
I -t 
FIG. 3. The periodic functions gl’“(t),f(t), h(t). 
and the functions g112, fhare related asshown in Fig. 3. The extremes of
h -f occur where h’ = f ', so by (14) 
where by (11) 
lh-fl nmx < : lf'lflmax, 
L k(s - +cd(d + /x)/h) 
f 1 - #s(d + Kc)/h * 
W 
The crude bound /f ‘/f 1 < (A + 1)/(X - 1) is immediately apparent, and a 
closer xamination shows that for h > 11 the bound is less than 1.1, whence 
1 h -f 1 < 0.275. From the expression (16) for f ‘if there is a similar 
expression, i volving more factors, for its derivative, whence an upper 
bound for this is found; and from the bound for I( f'/f)'l follows one for 
I h’ -f’ 1, by an argument like the one just given. Hence we find, for 
X > 11 and0 <k < 1, 
/h-f1 <a=0.275, 112' -f' / < 0.9, (1W) 
If'ifl < 1.1, I(f'/fYl < 1.2. (174) 
If we write Q(t) = $4f(~) d7, an easy argument shows that he periodic 
solution h(t) of (14) satisfies 
hf -f2 + )f' = 1' #(T)@'(T) exp(@(~) - Q(t)) dT, 
-co 
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with 4= {kf’(h -f) + -i$f”}/f. Th e integral is less in absolute value than 
1 #(~)l~s~, and (17) furnish anupper bound for this. Hence we find 
h = f - if ‘If + 0.23Y/f where 191 <l. (18) 
4. COMPARISON FORMULAE 
In this and the following section we consider an arbitrary butfixed 
solution fthe asymptotic family, sothat X, F and H (below) as well as 
f, h are determinate functions f t. 
From (9) and (10) we find 
F’ -f’ + (F2 -f 2) cos fx = 2(fZ - g) sin2 ix = -2f’ sin2 &x. 
The integrating factor for this, treated asa linear equation for F -f, is 
exp J :D(W +f(T)) ~0s $44 d7 = exp @i(t), say, 
where t, is any constant near --co; and so long as x < w this is an increasing 
function ft, since by (8) and (13) the integrand then is positive. Also by 
(8) and (13) F -f remains bounded as t - -co, and the only solution 
with this property is
F(t) -f(t) = -2 slrnf ‘(7) sin2 $X(T) exp (G(T) - a(t)) d?. 
The coefficient of f’( 7 in the integrand is an increasing function f7, so ) 
the Second Mean Value Theorem gives 
F(t) =f(t) - 2(f(t) -f(f)) sin2 ix(t), -cc<t<t, 
= f(t) cos +x(t) + 2H(t) sins $x(t), (19) 
where we have written f(i) = H(t), so that by (13) 
f* < H(t) <f*. 
From (7), (9), (lo), and (19) then follow 
x’ = f sin x+ 4H sin ix sin2 ix, 
and 
(20) 
(21) 
H’ + 2(H --f)(H sin ix sin ax + 2fcos JJX cosa ix) = 0. (22) 
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For x = 0, (22) reduces tothe form of (14), sothe comparison fH with 
the periodic function h is suggested. We find 
H’ - h’ + (H - h){f(l + 3 cos 4~) + 2(N + Ir - 2f) sin 4.x sin 2~) 
= -6f(f - h) sin2 $X - 2(f - h)’ sin isin 3~. (23~ 
The notable f ature h re is that he coefficient off in {...} remains positive 
in 0 < x 6 rr, so the development ofcomparison formulae can here be 
stopped. 
5. ESTIMATES FOR ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTIONS IN 0 -=z x < GT 
(i) We first use (23) to improve the bound 1 H - h ) < 2f * which is 
implied by (15) and (20). Put 
+(t) = f (1 + 3 cos 4%) + 4(h -f) sin ix sin 2x 
+ 2(H - h) sin ix sin QX (24) 
and 
for some constant tonear ---co. From the estimates (13), (17), and (20), 
4 has a positive lower bound for x sufficiently small, and hence for t in 
some range xtending from --a~; and for t in this range the only solution 
of (23) consistent wi h the boundedness of H - h is 
H(t) - h(t) = - 6 lL,f(T)(f(T) - h 7 ) sin2 &X(T) eXp(@(T) - Q(t)) dr 
- 2 11, (f(T) - w)2 sin &d(T) sin $X(T) eXp(@(T) - Q(t)) dT. 
(25) 
By analytic continuation this formula remains valid for such t as make 
x < m, so then 
I H(t) _ h(t) I G 6 1 f(T)(ftT) -$:I;” sinZ fxtT) Imax 
Jr21 
(f(T) - h(T))2 Sin &X(T) Sin &X(T) 
4(T) I 
9 (26) 
max 
the maxima being for -W < T < t. 
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Now (15) and (20) show that, for any positive constant c,
2 j H(T) - h(~)l sin $X(T) sin PA(T) < c (27) 
provided x is beneath a bound depending on c, so, by a continuation 
argument, (27) will remain valid over any open range of s in which (27) 
implies, via (26) a stronger inequality. Thusfrom (24) we can infer, when 
s is in the proposed range and in any case is <r, 
$>f-$a-c>f*--$a-c, 
where as in (17) a is the upper bound of /f - h / and 3 is the maximum of 
4 sin ix sin ix. Hence, provided f* > $a + c, 
and the insertion of these stimates in (26) gives 
, H _ h , < 6af* sin2 Q + ia2 sin ix sin 2x < 3af* + j$$ 
f* - fa - c ‘f* _ sa _ c ; (28) 
here tis the argument of all the functions, andin the middle term we have 
used the factor $ is instead of2 as coefficient of sin ax sin 3x because for x
near n this product is less than its maximum value & , by a factor $ .
This estimate for 1 H - h 1 gives an improvement on (27) in x < rr 
provided 
+$(3af* + $a”) < c(f* - $a - c), 
and hence provided c > 27a/8 and 
f* b @&a” + tat + c”)/(c - W). 
(2% 
For positive c the expression on the right akes the minimum value 18a 
at c = 63a/8, so the inequality s satisfied if 
f* 3 lb, c = 63a/8. WW) 
From Section 3 we see that he condition (30a) is fulfilled when h >, 11, 
since then f.+ > 5 and 18a < 4.95. 
We conclude that for x < r both (27) and (28) are valid, with the stated 
value of c, provided h > 11; and (28).gives, one use of (29) and (30) 
1 H - h 1 < +a(48 sin* ;)x + sin ix sin gx), o<xg?r. (31) 
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If x is restricted to a range not reaching m an inequality with smaller 
constants is available; for example, ifx < frr we have 1 + 3 cos $X ) P-4, 
and on iteration from (31) we find that 
) H - h 1 < @a( 18 sina &v + fr sin $X sin $c), 0 < x < ;in. (32) 
(ii) From the fundamental estimate (31) there follows from (21) 
x’ = 2fsin 3% + 4 sin &x sin2 &x(/z - f + jw.Y sin @x(48 sin & + sin ix)> 
where, here and below, 19 / < 1; and thence, since (f - h 1 < a and 
x < r, 
x1/2 sin ix = f + 16a9 sine Q. (33) 
For the integration of this we observe that, on use of (33) and (3Oa), 
=89 = 
s 
sin” ix dx 
(34) Io sin &x(18 - 16 sin” ax) ’ 
so the integral converges as x,, - 0 or t, -+ --co. Hence the integration g ves 
10 + 8 cos &x(t) 
log tan txP> = 3(t) + B + 4Y log 9 + 9 cos +xx(t) , (35) 
where 
4(t) = ]:f(, dr= h/c-~ ( arctan + - arctan + 1 
d + kc + 4 log - , 
l+k 
and /3 is a constant [ he limit of log tan &x(t) - #(t), which exists because 
of the convergence of (3411 which characterizes the solution being considered. 
For x N 0 the remainder term is 0(x*), so (35) must be equivalent to (4); 
the identification gives
/.4 = &AK-“/K, p=p+1og4 P + XV) = f(O, (36) 
where it may be noted that for K - 0, K N lOg(d/K) so that hen p is large. 
Since $((t) increases by 2&c-a in any cycle (fr - 4K, tl) we see that, at 
the time 4K before x reaches TT, x was exponentially small (when AK-~ is 
large), and a fortiori th s holds for the infinity of preceding cycles. Without 
restriction on k-s, x increases from x,, to x1 in an interval (to ,tr) given by 
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and here the first term on the right is dominant if x0 is small, and the interval 
is short if is large throughout it and x,, is not too small, 
(iii) We can now proceed to better estimates for the values of H - h 
and x’ which correspond to a“finite” value x, <r, for the solution considered. 
In the first instance (by supposing that /\K-’ is large) wecan confine attention 
to the case where the value which!(t) attains at Nis large, and the estimates 
will be asymptotic relative to f; but actually the remainders at each stage 
can be estimated, so that finally inequalities for which X, K are not further 
restricted ar  obtained. 
Returning to(25) we divide the range (-co, t) at t, and call fm the least 
value of f(7) for t, < 7 < t, and put x0 = x(&J. A convenient choice of t, 
is given by 
tan &x0 = Af ;;zlls tanax, (38) 
where A is a constant close to 1. In (t, t) we use 5 = X(T) as the variable. 
BY (17) and (31), (24) gives 4 = f( 1+ 3 cos $x){ 1 + 0( f ;l)}, soon use 
of (33)s 
(39) 
the last step being in consequence of (38), provided x0< f Q x. For the 
first integral on the right of (25), the contribution from (to ,t) is, changing 
the variable to LJ and upon appeal to (33), 
_ 6 /’ (f(7) - h(7)) sini sin3 46 tan $4 
co 2 sin a[ sin3 Jptan 4~ i1 + Ocf ;;,’ “Sfm)l d5
and here because of (17b), (37), and (38) 
f(T) - h(T) =f(t> - h(t) + O(t - T) =f(t) -h(t) + O(f;‘logf*). 
The f - factor has the integral 8 sin6 it, so the contribution is 
_ 8( f - h)(sin’ $x - sine &x&l + O(f$ log fm)} + sin’ &cO(f;’ log fm) 
sin3 4.r tan $4 9 
and here by (38) the term sins ix,, is relatively O(f;;;‘>, so itcan be. omitted, 
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The second integral on the right of (25) is O(f;‘) times the first, so its 
contribution from the range (I,, 1) is negligible. 
For the contribution from both integrals for the range (-co, t,) 
we have the estimate (31) or (32) (with x0 in place of X) multiplied by 
exP(@(CJ - Q(0), which factor is O(f;“‘“), by (38) and (39); so the 
contribution is 0(f~“~ sin2 &co), which by (38) is O(f;’ sin2 ix). Hence 
this contribution is absorbed bythe remainder in(40). 
Finally, the variation off-l in the range (to, t) is (t - to)(f’lf2), and by 
(37), (38), and (17~) this is 0(&l 1ogfJ. Hence in the remainder term of 
(40) we can replace fmby f, the value corresponding to X,so that 
H - h = -tan2 &{f - h + O(f-’ logf )} 
where all of H, h, X, f have the argument t. 
A detailed xamination fthe remainders in this argument shows 
that a suitable choice for A in (38) is 6-li6, so that since fm > 5, 
Af;;E'lS < 30-l/6 < 3-112; so that in all cases x0 < $?T. Hence we can always 
use (32) for estimating theintegral over (-03, i,), and it is found that, 
provided only that A 3 11 ,s 
H-h=-tan2aaIf-h+/(3+~10gf,)!, 
m 
where ) Y j < 1 and 
‘< 1.3 
fm 7’ 
logfm < 1.3 logf -___ 
fm f 
(41) 
(42) 
Insertion of (41), (42) into (21) gives, for x < rr, 
x’ = 2sin& f +2(h -f)tan2&c + 9 sin2 $V tan2 &x(8 + 3.2 log f) 
f 
-, 
(9\<1. (43) 
6. THE ASYMPTOTIC SURFACES 
(i) The relation (43) is valid for any solution of the asymptotic family for 
which x decreases to 0 as t -+ -03, different solutions giving different 
associations between x and the phase of the periodic functions f,h. In (43) 
the association is implicit, butit becomes explicit when, as in (35) and (36) 
a The numerical onstants 3, 1.2 could be substantially mproved byan iterative 
procedure, 
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we integrate to obtain x in terms of t and an integration constant 0~. In 
principle, the best available approximation to the asymptotic surface isto be 
obtained byintegrating (43) so as to get an improved version f(39, then 
substituting in (43) to get x’ in terms of t, OL, and then eliminating OL toget 
a relation between x’, xand t, this relation being periodic in tor equivalently 
in 0, as shown in Section 2,Eq. (6):H owever, this procedure issuperfluous: 
the asymptotic surface must be given in the form (6) simply by replacing 
f(t), h(t) in (43) byf(B), h(B), so that its equation is
X’ = 2 sin gx(f(0) + 2(h(e) -f(e))> tan* ax 
+ 9 sin2 ix tan2 $x(8 + 3.2 logf)/f}, 
where 191 < 1. 
w 
If x is sufficiently largethe dependence ofx’ on 0 may be multiple-valued 
(a feature which, if present, must reside inthe remainder term) but we 
have shown in Section 2 that his does not happen when x < $r, and we 
shall now prove that, for the particular functions g,fthat have been used, 
it does not happen when x < P. For this it is sufficient to prove that, on 
each solution, x, which is positive up to x = +, remains positive up to 
x = T. 
If XL, which is positive at x = &r, remains positive up to x = X, then 
x, never decreases from its positive value at x = +. Hence the only case 
to examine is where XL becomes negative, andif we put 
y = -x:/x OL (45) 
we have to prove that y cannot increase from 0 to +co while x increases 
to VT from some value xceeding 4~. 
The differential equ tion (5for x, transforms by (45) to 
dY -= g(t) cos (n - x) + y2 
dx X’ 9 
where by (lo), g(t) =f’(t) +f*(t). If Y = r/f(t) this gives 
dY -= 
dx 
(1 +f’lf”) cos (7r - x) + Ya - Yf’lf2 . 
x’lf 
Now by (33) and (30a), x’> 2f sin &x(1 - Q sin2 ix); and by (13) and 
(17c), If‘lf2 ( < 0.22 for every solution; so 
g< 
1.22 cos (77 - x) + 0.22Y + Y2 
2 sin )x(1 - Q sin2 &xx> 
= (Y + 0.11)2 + 1.22 cos (n - x) - 0.0121 
2 sin *xX(1 - 3 sink &c) * (46) 
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Let x0 be the value giving cos(rr - x,,) = 0.0121/1.22. If Y,which is 
negative atx = &r, becomes positive for x < x0 , then at q, , I’ will reach 
a value Y,, such that 
- yo 
1 * (Y +di.l1)2 < I
% li5 
a,2 sin +X(1 - 3 sin2 )x) 
< 0.0083, 
which gives Y, < 0.00011. 
For x0 ,< x < rr, (46) gives 
g< 
(Y + 0.11)2 + 1.22 
2 sin $~(l - # sin2 ax) ’ 
so when x reaches r,Y reaches a value Yr such that 
I 
Yl dY 
s 
?r da 
y,(Y + o.ll)a + 1.22 < tn 2 sin $x(1 - # sin8 4%) 
< 1.228; 
the case that Y becomes positive at an x exceeding x0is here covered by 
putting Us= 0. This gives 
arctan Yl + o-1 1 < arctm yll + o-11 
(1.22)1/E (1.22)1/s 
+ 1.36 < 1.46 < arctan 9.0, 
whence YI < 10. 
Hence Y remains less than 10, X, remains positive, and(44) gives x’ 
single-valued and periodic in .!I solong as x < rr. 
(ii) The solutions forwhich x -+ 27~ as t -+ +co are obtained from the 
preceding investigation by replacing x, t, 0, x’ by 2~ - x, -t, -6, x’, and 
the asymptotic surface which they generate isobtained from (44) by these 
replacements. Thus, putting xl_, xi for the respective values of x’, we 
have at x = m 
where 
x; - 3’ _ = 2(P) -f(-4) - 4(W) - e-8)) + R, 
i R , < 8 + 3.2 logf(0) + 8 + 3.2 logf(-0) 
f(e) fc-0) * 
By (1 l), (18), and (16) this gives 
X’_ = 2ks 1 + 1 
1 - fRcd(d + Kc)~/A” 
1 - @*s”(d + Kc)~/~* I + 
0.923 
f(e) 
+ 
(47) 
-t R, (48) 
where 1 9 1 < 1 and s = sn(8, k), c= cn(8, k), d = dn(e, k). 
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The principal term on the right is not zero except for 8= 0,2K (mod 4K) 
and it dominates the remainder over the major anges of 8 if k is not too 
small and either (i) his sufficiently large, or(ii) K is sufficiently small. For 
by Section 3,in the first casef(8) is everywhere large, and in the second case 
it is large over more than a half-period centred atits maximum at 6 = 2K; 
its values at 0 = K, 3K being AK-~ - &k, AK+ + &k. By putting 6’= K we 
find, for example, the sections3 of the two asymptotic surfaces byx = TT are 
not coincident if k > t and h > max(42( 1 - k2)1/2, 1 l), but by symmetry they 
intersect at e = 0,2K. 
(iii) The continuation of the asymptotic solutions beyond x = 7r presents 
great interest, butthere is space here only to report one of the most evident 
results. Foreach solution of the family which has been considered in etail, 
x reaches 7rwith x’ > 0. If this happens at an instant when g’ is positive, 
the continuation will give s oscillating about r (rapidly when g is large) 
with an amplitude which starts less than n and steadily decreases so long 
as g’ remains positive. If initially g is near its minimum g, , the amplitude 
of the oscillation w llbe of order (g*/g * 1/Z ) by the time that g reaches its 
maximum g*, so that for atime xstays quite close to its table equilibrium 
value 7r. Thereafter g’ becomes negative and the amplitude ofoscillation 
increases, until in general  circulating motion with x’ one-signed supervenes. 
However, for certain exceptional solutions (inwhich the phase of the oscilla- 
tion is “just right” inrelation t  the current value of g), xmay tend to 0 or 
277 as t -+ + CD, and these solutions provide additional curves of intersection 
of the asymptotic surfaces. 
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